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ABSTRACT
Sorting is a necessary process in industrial mass production applications.
Considering the increasing population and demand for consumer products, simpler
means to perform image detection and analysis through machine vision applications
are crucial. This study demonstrates an effective machine vision application by
analysing the correct faces of chain links. In the chain fabrication process, the high
throughput production line requires proper alignment of each chain link due to the
tolerance difference of each linked face due to the machining procedure. The manual
labour currently applied in correcting the face orientation of the chain links in the
production flow line increases the fabrication cost and human error. Through a
simple machine vision application and an industrial-grade global shutter camera,
detection of continuously flowing chain links is achieved by using a marker. The
procedure works by detecting the marker on the related face of the chain links
through image thresholding and analysis. The study is offering 100% accuracy for
sorting single and multi-line chain links in real-time applications. The demonstrated
application can be coupled by a sorting mechanism adapted to various quality control
and sorting requirements in industrial manufacturing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine vision and process automation have become
indispensable tools for rapid, sensitive, and low-cost product
detection and characterization [1-3]. In industrial real-time
machine vision applications, the image obtaining procedure can
be accomplished using a charge-coupled device (CCD) or
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) sensorbased cameras [4, 5]. Both sensor type provides practical
solutions for real-time machine vision applications. Various
parameters affect the accuracy of an imaging system, such as
resolution, frame per second (FPS), and shutter type of the
imaging device [6, 7]. An industrial camera integrated with an
image processing solution leads to an increase in the accuracy
level of automated applications in the manufacturing area. These
solutions are used in many applications such as production
monitoring, fault detection, and quality control [8-10]. In the
industrial application of chain link fabrication and chain
assembly, geometry-based constraints require determining the
front and back sides of an individual link. A standard method in
the chain production line is to manually rotate all the back-facing
chain links flowing through the manufacturing line [11]. This
manual labour limits production speed and accuracy due to
human error [12]. Therefore, a low-cost and straightforward
machine vision-based chain orientation detection approach is
needed in the chain manufacturing industry.
*Corresponding author e-mail: aozcelik@adu.edu.tr

Machine vision and image processing techniques have been
adapted in numerous applications, including fruit harvesting,
spectral analysis, industrial fabrication, and welding [9, 10, 13 –
16]. In the food sector, manual labour, which historically
constituted the high cost of production, is being replaced by the
advanced industrial applications of machine vision for the
inspection and sorting of food products [4]. Image processing is
an essential component of machine vision-based industrial
automation. Continuous detection and sorting applications have
become more common by developing real-time image
acquisition and processing methods [17, 18]. In one example,
rapid detection and analysis of images captured by a consumergrade commercial camera were demonstrated.
In this
application, an individual element spectrum was analysed using
a correlation-dependent matching algorithm. To overcome the
imperfections in the experimental conditions, such as scattered
and uneven lighting, the detection of the individual elements was
considered a multi-label grouping task. Even though the
proposed system yielded acceptable results of detection and
analysis, the process is relatively complex and was not shown to
be suitable in an industrial setting [5]. In a different application,
crumbled aggregates were analysed by image processing for
grading in a conveyor band. The authors of this work
characterized various images taken from crushed samples
considering the changes from pixel to pixel and the resolution
scale. By this work, an image-dependent approach was adapted
Science Literature TM © All rights reserved.
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for aggregate grading, and a supervised categorisation was
demonstrated by applying wavelet entropy-related features [19].
Similar to the examples mentioned above, there are several other
machine vision applications in quality control and product sorting
[20-22]. However, most of these applications are proof of concept
demonstrations that utilise complex algorithms and processes,
usually not appropriate for industrial applications. For example,
in the chain-link assembly process, rapid identification of link
orientation is required for continuously sorting the links in the
right orientation.
In the present study, a simple and cost-effective solution is
presented for machine vision and image processing-based
detection and characterization of chain-link front and backside
orientations in a flow-through configuration for high throughput
industrial manufacturing. For this, chain links marked based on
their face orientation are rapidly detected using a high frame rate
industrial camera.

An isolated illumination environment based on the crosslighting technique was prepared for illuminating the chain links.
To minimize the background's reflecting effect, opaque black
material was used on the roller conveyor line. The speed of the
conveyor line was adjusted using a stepper motor and driver
together. The input frequency for adjusting the speed was
generated via a microcontroller unit (MCU) connected to an IPC
over USB. The OpenCV library was used for processing images
in real-time. The developed algorithm was implemented using the
OpenCV library and C++ programming language. The flow chart
of the software is shown in Figure 2.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
It is crucial to determine the pressing face of the chain links in
chain production lines to eliminate the failures in chain assembly
stages. The main objective of this study is to classify chain links
concerning a circular mark on the links using machine vision
technology. The links are prepared with a circular mark on the
pressing face at the beginning of the production stage.
Determining the right side of the links is conducted using image
processing procedures by evaluating the marks. The open-source
computer vision library (OpenCV) and C++ programming
language was used in the image processing stage. It is an opensource library that provides many machine learning and image
processing algorithms. It supports C++ and many more
programming languages, and it is a platform-independent library.
The detection and classification experiments are implemented on
an industrial roller conveyor mechanism in real-time. A Crossilluminating technique was used with light emitting diode (LED)
light sources which are mounted on the roller conveyor
mechanism. An industrial CCD camera was integrated with an
industrial personal computer (IPC) using computer vision
software for detecting and determining the marked faces of chain
links on a production line. The structure of machine vision system
(MVS) is given in Figure 1.

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the method.
The image capturing and processing steps for determining the
face of chain links was implemented on the roller conveyor line
in real-time. The capturing and processing stage automatically
initiates when a chain link enters the measurement area. The face
of links evaluated according to marking sign existence for sorting
the links with the right side. An output signal was generated for
each reversed link and transferred from IPC to MCU via universal
serial bus (USB) using serial communication. These processes are
accomplished by selecting chain links concerning press
machining face and eliminating face downlinks. In Figure 3, chain
links samples are given for marked and non-marked links.

Fig. 3. The chain and parts, (a) pin, roller, inner and outer links
on a chain assemble, (b) non-marked link, (c) marked link.

Fig. 1. The structure of the system.
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In the experimental stage, thirty-four samples were used to
evaluate the accuracy of the system. The image capturing and
processing steps were accomplished while chain links moving on
the roller conveyor line in real-time. The image processing stage
was triggered with a continuous object detection procedure. The
objected detection and feature extraction processes are
accomplished to determine the face of a link. Image processing
stages to determine marked and non-marked chain links initiate
while an object enters in measurement area as indicated in Figure
4. (a) between green line and red line. The output signal is
produced and transferred to MCU while the centre of the chainlink passes through a decision line (Figure 4. (a) magenta line). A
detected marked chain link in Figure 4. (a) with cropped centre
image and thresholded image are shown in Figure 4 (b, c),
respectively. A detected non-marked chain-link in Figure 4. (d)
with cropped centre image and thresholded image are shown in
Figure 4 (e, f), respectively.

3. RESULTS
In the experiments, thirty-four samples were examined. The
accuracy of MVS was evaluated by increasing the speed of the
roller conveyor line. To detect and classify objects using an
industrial camera on a conveyor line concerning a high accuracy,
the speed of the conveyor belt depending on the drive frequency
must be adjusted under the operation. The relationship between
drive frequency and conveyor line speed is given in Figure 5.
According to the experiments, there is a linear correlation
between these two parameters.

Fig. 5. The relationship between drive frequency and conveyor
line speed.
In Figure 6, the accuracy of MVS concerning conveyor line
speed is demonstrated. The accuracy is constant, and there is no
error up to 0.15 m/s. Above this threshold, accuracy is
distinctively decreasing due to the limited response time of MVS
that depends on hardware features. For this reason, the MVS
performance is suitable for selecting up to five chain links in realtime. It is important to note that this is a limitation of the hardware
in general. Nevertheless, the sorted link count with the current
setup and camera arrangement applies to industrial production
line speeds, which can reduce the error in counting and increase
the overall efficiency.
Fig. 4. Image processing procedure for detecting marked (a, b, c)
and non-marked chain links (d, e, f).
The chain face detecting experiments was implemented on the
conveyor line with various speed from low to high. The rate of a
conveyor line depends on the perimeter (P) of the conveyor drum
that can be calculated using diameter (D) (Equation 1). The round
per second (RPS) for a conveyor is a turn in a second refers to the
frequency (Equation 2) that can be controlled using a motor with
a driving frequency. The speed of the conveyor (V) can be
calculated concerning the RPS and the P values together
(Equation 3). The multiplication of RPS with perimeter of the
drum gives the speed of conveyor line which can be assumed as
the speed of an object moving on the conveyor line.
𝑃 = 𝜋 × 𝐷(𝑚)
𝑅𝑃𝑆 =

𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑉 (𝑚/𝑠) = 𝑃 × 𝑅𝑃𝑆

Fig. 6. The accuracy of MVS concerning conveyor line speed.
The experiments were repeated three times for given conveyor
line speeds in Figure 6, and the falling edge for the accuracy of
the real-time detection process is shown in Figure 7 (a, b) from
high to low, respectively. The accuracy of the chain link face
detection process was found 100% (Figure 7 (a)). The speed limit
of the MVS due to the falling edge (from 0.15 to 0.16 m/s) caused
by hardware limitation is shown in Figure 7 (b). Considering the
experiments, the chain link face determining process can be
achieved and automated with the help of the image processing

(1)
(2)
(3)
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technology and computerized systems. The experiments also refer
that there is a speed limit due to the image capturing frequency of
the camera which refers frame per second (FPS). Beside this
limitation, the use of more advanced hardware solutions offers
faster processes for selecting and sorting applications.

more products in a shorter time than traditional methods by
reducing product sorting time. Overall, a cost-effective and
straightforward way is demonstrated to achieve industrial chain
link detection application. With this achievement, more complex
and functional systems can be adopted and applied in
applications, including product characterisation and sorting.
Considering the critical role of product sorting in manufacturing
and mass production, the simple detection and analysis approach,
which is demonstrated herein, is an invaluable capability for
industrial applications.
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